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Introduction
Dense wavelength division multiplexed (DWDM)

optical transport technology has revolutionized the

telecommunication industry. With the advent of wide-

band fiber-optical amplifiers, DWDM optical transmis-

sion systems are now capable of providing capacities in

excess of hundreds of gigabits per second over hun-

dreds of kilometers on a single pair of fibers in long-

haul networks. Currently, the DWDM revolution is

moving into the interoffice (IOF) and access networks.

Consistent with the optical networking vision pre-

sented by Alferness et al. in this issue1 and by 

Al-Salameh et al. in a previous issue2 of the Bell Labs

Technical Journal, the telecommunications infrastruc-

ture is evolving toward flexible, all-distance, wave-

length-managed optical networking in the near future.

To use this enormous capacity to the fullest, we must

now focus on managing the traffic at the optical wave-

length level. On one hand, we can avoid the bottle-

neck of electronic processing; on the other hand, we

can respond to the fiber exhaust problem. The result is
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a network that provides seamless connectivity from the

long haul to the metropolitan area, to access, and even

to the desk top. It also provides connectivity that is bit-

rate, format, and protocol transparent for all types of

services, including data, video, and telephony.

DWDM technology has already proven its worth

in long-haul networking. The ability to effectively

“mine” bandwidth from existing fiber strands has

saved billions of dollars in the capital expense budgets

of providers who would have otherwise had to invest

in deploying new fibers. It has also allowed carriers to

meet time-to-market needs as they deploy new ser-

vices. Key to the success of long-haul DWDM has been

the optical amplifier (OA), which amplifies multiple

signals efficiently, carrying each as a distinct wave-

length in the optical fiber.

The metro DWDM network is quite different from

a long-haul network. Metro is largely driven by the

growth in data traffic, which has created a market

opportunity for data networking equipment such as

Internet protocol (IP) routers and asynchronous trans-

fer mode (ATM) switches equipped with clear channel

Panel 1. Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Terms

ADM—add/drop multiplexer
AGC—automatic gain control
ATM—asynchronous transfer mode
BGP4—border gateway protocol, version 4
BLSR—bidirectional line-switched ring
CEPT—Conference of European Postal and

Telecommunications Administration
CIO—chief information officer
CO central office
CTO—chief technical officer
CW—continuous wave
DACS—Digital Access and Cross-Connect System
DNI—dual-node interworking
DS1—digital signal level 1, transmission rate of

1.544 Mb/s
DS3—digital signal level 3, transmission rate of

44.736 Mb/s
DSF—dispersion-shifted fiber
DWDM—dense wavelength division multi-

plexer/multiplexing
E1—2.048 Mb/s rate used by European CEPT carrier

to transmit 64-kb/s digital channels for voice or
data calls, plus a 64-kb/s signaling channel and a
64-kb/s framing and maintenance channel.

EDF—erbium-doped fiber
ESCON—Enterprise Systems Connectivity
FBG—fiber Bragg grating
FOT—fiber-optic terminal
IOF—interoffice
IP—Internet protocol
IS—intermediate system
ISP—Internet service provider
ITU-T—International Telecommunication Union-

Telecommunication Standardization Sector
LSO—local serving office
MCNC—Microelectronics Center of North Carolina

MEMS—microelectromechanical systems
MI—Michelson interferometer
MUMPS—Multi-user MEMS Process
MZI—Mach-Zehnder interferometer
MS—multiplex section
NE—network element
OA—optical amplifier
OADM—optical add/drop multiplexer
OC-N—optical carrier digital signal rate of

N 3 53 Mb/s
OSPF—open shortest path first
OTU—optical translator unit
PDH—plesiochronous digital hierarchy
PON—passive optical network
QoS—quality of service
SDH—synchronous digital hierarchy
SLA—service-level agreement
SN—service node
S/N—signal to noise ratio
SOA—silicon optical amplifier
SONET—synchronous optical network
SPRING—shared protection ring
S-PVC—soft permanent virtual connection
STM-1—synchronous transport module 1, an

SDH standard for transmission over OC-3
optical fiber at 155.52 Mb/s

STM-N—synchronous transfer module, level N
STS-1—synchronous transport signal 1, a SONET

standard for transmission over OC-1 optical
fiber at 51.84 Mb/s

TDM—time division multiplexing/multiplexer
VT—virtual tributary
WDM—wavelength division multiplexed/

multiplexing
WGR—waveguide grating router
XPM—cross-phase modulation
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OC-48 or STM-16 interfaces that operate at 2.5 Gb/s.

Data networking equipment uses statistical multiplex-

ing rather than time-division multiplexing (TDM), the

technique more prevalent in the add/drop multiplex-

ers (ADMs) of today’s synchronous optical network

(SONET) or synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH).

In TDM, lower-speed tributaries of a fixed band-

width are aggregated into higher-speed signals, also of

a fixed bandwidth. The TDM hierarchy, originally

invented to be the most efficient multiplexing tech-

nique possible for 64-kb/s voice, is not particularly

suited for a network that supports an ever-increasing

mixture of statistical data traffic. A statistically multi-

plexed service can take advantage of data traffic’s

burstiness by allowing a signal to momentarily fill a

larger container, which continues to carry other sig-

nals. Customers using a “statistical” service benefit by

having a service contract that may allow for bursting

at some peak rate (which may be equal to the access

pipe bandwidth). This type of service delivers band-

width on demand. Similarly, service providers benefit

by being able to manage capacity flexibly through

interface oversubscription, assuming that all customers

do not use the peak rate simultaneously.

Metro DWDM can facilitate the deployment of

high-speed data networks. A router or ATM switch

can connect into a DWDM transport network by map-

ping packets or cells directly onto a wavelength with-

out the intervening use of a SONET or SDH TDM

multiplexer. In effect, the cost of a TDM is replaced

with that of an optical DWDM, which increases band-

width utilization. The equipment cost of transporting

an OC-48/STM-16 client signal on DWDM is lower

than the cost of transporting a similar signal over an

OC-192/STM-64 TDM network.

DWDM can defer or completely eliminate the

need to deploy extra fiber. This is especially significant

for providers who have a fiber-exhaustion problem,

because either they lease dark fiber—that is, unused,

buried fiber—by the strand or they find the cost of lay-

ing new fiber in the ground prohibitive. DWDM can

easily coexist with today’s SONET/SDH networks or

with older fiber-optic terminals (FOTs) operating on

asynchronous protocols. The primary motivations for

deploying DWDM networks are:

• To promote efficiencies in transport by deploy-

ing packet- or cell-based transport directly on a

wavelength,

• To eliminate TDM multiplexing equipment at

OC-192/STM-16 rates, and

• To reduce the cost of using fiber.

All three factors are likely to have an impact, in vary-

ing degrees, on a carrier’s deployment decisions.

In the sections that follow, we examine the mar-

ket need for metro in detail. First, we introduce the

concept, network topology, and architectures for

metro optical rings, based on the concept of “path in

lambda,” which has a SONET/SDH counterpart. We

then examine the key requirements of the service

providers and discuss the components needed to

deploy such a network. Finally, we review general

requirements that would enable the next step in the

evolution—extending the DWDM ring architecture to

business access customers.

Metro Optical Networking: The Market
This section describes the market for metro optical

networking. In metropolitan networks the market for

DWDM is growing in proportion to the bandwidth

needs of enterprises. DWDM meets and exceeds enter-

prise bandwidth needs by relieving fiber exhaustion, by

being independent of the various bit rates and protocols

used in the network, and by allowing service providers

to offer new services and a better grade of service on

existing equipment. This section also examines the

order in which these criteria will be added to the net-

work and the size of the various markets affected.

DWDM in Metropolitan Networks
Although telephone companies are experiencing

strong, consistent growth in the demand for band-

width, an increase in competition is eroding the profit

margins in their core businesses. As a consequence,

network service providers must be able to offer ser-

vices that support their most valuable end users—

bandwidth-hungry enterprises.

The paradigm for serving these customers is

changing at a rapid pace. Previously, enterprises

demanded cheap voice services and some data ser-

vices, known in the old nomenclature as value-added

services. Today, however, many enterprises are choos-
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ing service providers who offer a wide variety of ser-

vices predominantly focused on data, along with an

end-to-end service quality guarantee.

Enterprises are also becoming more sophisticated.

Communications professionals now play an important

role in the ranks of an enterprise, as evidenced by the

increase in corporate titles such as “chief information

officer” and “chief technology officer.” The advent of

electronic commerce can only add to the level of

sophistication as the communications budget moves

from the category of “expenses” to “revenue.”

Telephone companies will choose their technologies

carefully, as a consequence not only of increasing cus-

tomer sophistication, but also of increasing competi-

tion, an explosive demand for bandwidth, and a

demand for proliferation of services (such as ATM, IP,

frame relay, and video over ATM and frame relay).

In the long-haul network, DWDM has a clear

value proposition because it affords customers a much

cheaper way to expand capacity; as a result, it is the

technology of choice to satisfy the demand for band-

width. (Industry-wide revenues from shipments of

DWDM systems have already exceeded the revenues

from shipments of STM-64/OC-192 systems.) In the

metro area most telephone companies have not yet

decided whether they want to boost their capacity by

using DWDM. In many instances they can lay new

fiber or upgrade their existing metropolitan rings with

TDM. It is important, however, to realize that these

solutions are not viable options for all service

providers because:

• The cost of laying new fiber is prohibitively

high in many areas, especially in densely pop-

ulated metropolitan areas, where the antici-

pated demand is often highest;

• Right-of-way issues are very complicated and

often do not favor laying new fiber;

• Several customers have already upgraded to

STM-16/OC-48 and cannot go any higher

because OC-192 does not offer the granularity

desired to carry many data services; and

• The cash flow implications of upgrading with

TDM and fiber are unfavorable because all

resources have to be committed up front.

As a consequence, an increasing number of service

providers are turning to DWDM as a solution to their

need for more bandwidth in the metro area.

Value Proposition for Metro DWDM
The metropolitan network, unlike the long-haul

network, interconnects with low-speed access rings,

high-speed long distance trunk networks, and other

interoffice networks. In other words, metropolitan

networks are more interconnected, can carry diverse

types of traffic, and are more geographically limited

than the long-haul network, although they still serve

as feeders to the latter. (The various connection types

are illustrated later in this paper). This large difference

has led many to doubt that DWDM—which so far has

predominantly been a backbone technology—would

ever play a role in the metropolitan network. Despite

this difference, we believe that DWDM has a very

strong value proposition for the metro area.

Fiber exhaustion. Fiber exhaustion has occurred

most often in the interoffice segment. Deploying

DWDM on entire rings rather than in point-to-point

applications offers the advantage of creating new “vir-

tual” rings or “virtual” fibers rather than just boosting

capacity on a dedicated stretch. As new services and

applications emerge, the network can be scaled to the

very fast transmission capacities required to service the

demand for bandwidth. The ability to scale quickly will

give service providers the bandwidth to capture new

customers and to start generating revenues sooner

than the traditional stepwise capacity upgrade offered

by TDM. However, the rationale for deploying DWDM

in the metro area goes far beyond relieving the prob-

lems of fiber exhaustion.

Bit rate and protocol transparency. The protocol

independence of DWDM enables telephone companies

to carry native enterprise data traffic such as gigabit

Ethernet, ATM, and IP over SONET on discrete chan-

nels. The optical layer provides a common transport

fabric independent of the types of traffic/service it is

carrying. The same advantages are offered in the ability

to carry varying bit rates on different channels in the

same fiber, which is currently possible in the backbone.

This is particularly important in the metropolitan net-

work, where a wide variety of services and bit rates are

being generated. The transparency of DWDM and the

add/drop capabilities of the metro DWDM systems will
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allow service providers to add and/or drop entire chan-

nels without reformatting (or layering) the original

type of traffic. (We describe add/drop capabilities in the

metropolitan network later in this paper.) Although

these capabilities enable the service provider to save on

equipment by eliminating the TDM hierarchy and

other “reformatting” hierarchies, it does require optical

interfaces on the access equipment.

Improved service offerings. Using DWDM in the

metro network enables optical restoration, which can

be done more cost effectively than in the electrical

domain. Given that the restoration in the optical

domain is independent of the service and the bit rate,

traffic not inherently protected by its own scheme—

such as plesiochronous digital hierarchy (PDH)—can

also be protected in a metro DWDM environment.

Service providers can then offer a better service grade

on both existing and new services. In addition, a ser-

vice provider will be able to resell bandwidth to the

enterprise and to other service providers, creating a

new revenue opportunity.

Metro Market Development
The development of the metro DWDM market

will be driven by three factors, ranked in their order of

importance:

1. Fiber exhaustion in the service provider’s metro-

politan network,

2. The enhanced networking capabilities of DWDM,

and

3. The service provider’s ability to add new services.

The first two items save equipment costs, and the third

enhances revenues (that is, protects profit margins).

Figure 1 illustrates this evolution.

The chronology of these market drivers strongly

suggests that, initially, the market will demand point-

to-point applications to resolve network congestion in

areas of heavy traffic. As we mentioned earlier in this

paper, DWDM is not the only technology that can

relieve fiber exhaustion. The size of this market will

be capped to areas where the economics of using

DWDM are more favorable than the economics of

using TDM or laying new fiber. Given that this

“fire-fighting” model is not sustainable, a ring-based

market will emerge.

Currently, a number of service providers in the

United States, Europe, and Asia are participating in 

trials of point-to-point systems. However, a subtle dif-

ference exists in the rate of adoption we can expect

from the different markets. The difference is predomi-

nantly driven by two factors—the probability of choos-

ing the alternatives to metro DWDM as a solution, and

the degree of previous exposure to DWDM. Not sur-

prisingly, the first to adopt this technology will be cus-

tomers who have used DWDM before (typically in

long-haul networks) and those for whom the cost of

using the alternatives will be high.

In general terms this market evolution suggests

that the global market for metro DWDM will emerge

first in the United States, where the value of DWDM

has been proven in the long-haul network and where

the expected increase in demand for bandwidth is

highest. It is highly probable that the European market

will follow next, delayed only by two factors. First, the

fiber plant—on average—is newer in Europe, and thus

the percentage using fiber is lower than it is in the

United States. Second, the demand for bandwidth is

slightly less pervasive in Europe, because the Internet

has not made as many inroads into European house-

holds or enterprises.

Metro DWDM Market Size
Ovum, a global market analysis firm, recently

published its 1998 forecast for the market size of metro

DWDM systems, the results of which are shown in

New
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Point-to-point
applications

Ring-based
applications

Revenue
increasing

Cost
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Fiber exhaustion

Figure 1. 
The DWDM evolution.
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Figure 2. Their market forecast seems to confirm the

three claims about market opportunity made earlier in

this paper, namely, that the market opportunity is

large, has a strong momentum, and will develop grad-

ually from one geographic region to the next.

Metro Optical Ring Architectures
Metro optical networks consolidate the transport

of all types of services. The common infrastructure

used in these networks enables the ring architecture to

consistently support multiple forms of traffic. This sec-

tion describes optical ring architectures.

Transport Consolidation
Figure 3 shows an explicit application of transport

consolidation. In Figure 3a we see the variety of point

to-point demands that may occur between different

types of network elements (indicated as arrows

between network elements), and in Figure 3b we see

how DWDM can provide the connectivity required. If

traffic between the two SONET/SDH ADMs is already

protected by a TDM (SONET or SDH) scheme, it

should be transported unprotected at the optical layer.

On the other hand, traffic between IP routers may

require protection beyond the painfully slow router

table update implemented with protocols such as bor-

der gateway protocol, version 4 (BGP4) or open short-

est path first (OSPF). In that case, the optical layer

protection is switched on as an option. Traffic between

ATM switches may consist of soft permanent virtual

connections (S-PVCs) and may therefore be restorable

at the ATM layer. For these as well, it may be possible

to turn off the optical layer protection.

We proposed a “path-in-lambda” ring architec-

ture,3 which is being developed by Lucent and other

equipment vendors to replace the “path-in-line”

SONET/SDH ring architecture. Using this architecture

along with today’s technology could significantly

reduce costs. The architecture is also well suited to

meet the needs of tomorrow’s metro IOF optical net-

working. It offers bit rate, protocol, and format-

independent transport with full connectivity between

a number of local serving offices (LSOs), or central

offices (COs), in a metropolitan area. Metro optical

access rings connect one or two LSOs to a number of

business or residential customers, providing a full line

of IP, data, telephony, and video services on dedicated

wavelengths.

Path-in-Line Architecture: SONET/SDH Rings
Figure 4 shows a typical metropolitan area net-

work architecture that provides local connectivity for

various types of services. Today, these networks can be

built using SDH/SONET rings based on “path-in-line”

architecture. Path-in-line architecture (SONET/SDH

rings) is structured around a high-capacity backbone
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ring, or IOF ring. This ring provides high-speed con-

nections (currently at OC-48/STM-16) between the

main hub, called the service node (SN), and a number of

COs or LSOs, denoted by LSO-1, LSO-2, …, LSO-m in

Figure 4. In a typical metropolitan area network, m

can be as few as 4 or as many as 15 offices.

Multiplexed onto the backbone ring is the traffic of

several lower-capacity distribution rings at each LSO.

The distribution rings are path switched at the virtual

tributary (VT) or STS-1 level, which is 1+1 protected.

The lower-speed distribution rings are carried over a

single rail, or time slot, in the interoffice ring.

Multiplexing the distribution rings onto a backbone

ring conserves fiber pairs.

The IOF ring is a two-fiber or four-fiber bidirec-

tional line-switched ring (BLSR)4 or multiplex sec-

tion/shared protection ring (MS/SPRING)5 that

provides service and protection paths based on dual

homing to the service node or among LSOs. Time slot

reuse enables the IOF ring to support efficient mesh

connectivity. The network elements (NEs) at the LSOs

are SDH/SONET add/drop multiplexers (ADMs),

which drop and add (that is, peel off) a set of desig-

nated SDH/SONET or PDH tributaries (OC-3/12,

STM-1/4, DS1/DS3, E1/E3) and interface them to the

traffic on the access rings. In addition to the ADMs, the

IOF ring is equipped with regenerators at locations

where the loss budget so dictates.

In access, or distribution, rings the hub located at

the LSO collects traffic from multiple customers on the

access side. Requirements for the total number of

wavelengths are not high, because one would expect

low-capacity traffic from a small number (2-6) of busi-

ness customers to be collected by the access rings and

routed to the IOF. The access rings are not expected to

support wavelength reuse, since mesh-type connectiv-

ity is unusual in access networks.

There are two types of access rings—access loops

and access arcs—both shown in Figure 4. An access loop

emanates from and terminates within a single LSO,

ADM

ATM

ATM

IP router

IP router

ADM

ATM

IP router

ADM – Add/drop multiplexer
ATM – Asynchronous transfer mode
DWDM – Dense wavelength division multiplexing
IP – Internet protocol

(a) Point-to-point connectivity

ADM

ATM

ATM

IP router

IP router
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(b) DWDM connectivity
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ADM

Metro
ADM

Metro
ADM

Metro
ADM

Optical fiber

Figure 3. 
Consolidating transport in an optical ring.
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whereas an access arc emanates from one LSO and ter-

minates in another. The access loop provides path

diversity (protected) connectivity between the LSO

and other locations. An access arc may use a service

node as one terminating node and another LSO as the

other terminating node.

SONET/SDH rings in metro IOF applications have

a proven track record. They effectively support mesh

traffic patterns and provide both line and network ele-

ment protection on a per-tributary basis. However,

SONET/SDH rings do not improve fiber efficiency, nor

are they particularly well suited for data traffic.

DWDM optical rings will address such deficiencies,

as well as possessing and improving on the advantages

of SONET/SDH rings. For example, the ability of

SONET/SDH to be flexible and reconfigurable can

become an attribute of metro IOF rings. The sample

application described below, the path-in-lambda archi-

tecture, illustrates how the optical layer can acquire

some attributes of SONET/SDH.

Path-in-Lambda Architecture
DWDM optical networking replaces the SONET

rings in Figure 4. Since the initial use of optical net-

working in metropolitan applications is expected to be

in metro IOF rings, we describe it first. The characteris-

tics and requirements for introducing DWDM optical

networking in access rings are discussed in “Metro

Access Rings.”

Figure 4, described earlier, also illustrates how

path-in-lambda architecture can be used in metro

DWDM optical rings. This architecture replaces the

OC-192/STM-64 backbone with a multi-wavelength

ADM – Add/drop multiplexer
DS1 – Digital signal level 1,
transmission rate of 1.544 Mb/s
DS3 – Digital signal level 3,
transmission rate of 44.736 Mb/s
IOF – Interoffice
IP – Internet protocol
LSO – Local serving office

Metro access ring(s)
or access loop(s)

A2

A1

Aa Business or residential
terminals (ADM)

LSO-2

LSO-j

LSO-1

Service
node

LSO-m
LSO-i

Metro IOF Ring
(High-Capacity Backbone Ring)

Hub

Core network
(optical)
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example, OC-3, OC-12,
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from end customer

Figure 4. 
A metro area optical network topology.
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optical channel (lambda) that can transport as many as

40 wavelengths, each capable of carrying

OC-3/STM-1, OC-12/STM-4, or OC-48/STM-16 sig-

nals. Central offices (LSOs) on the backbone ring are

required to drop multiple signals at various rates, for-

mats, and protocols. This rate, format, and protocol

transparency makes the IOF optical ring suitable for

networking the new services in the metro area. In

addition, the added multiplexing dimension (wave-

length) allows a significant capacity upgrade without

the need to increase the rate to OC-192/STM-64 and

beyond. As a result, the DWDM ring solves the prob-

lem of fiber exhaust in the metro area.

At each LSO on the IOF backbone ring, optical

translator units (OTUs) convert (translate) the cus-

tomer traffic from the access rings, or arcs, to a set of

designated wavelengths and then wavelength multi-

plex them with the rest of the traffic on the ring. For

example, in Figure 4, the wavelength λi, depicted by

the blue circle, is used to interconnect the traffic from

the access loop to the service node. Similarly, the

wavelength λj, depicted by the gray circle, is used to

interconnect the traffic from the access arc interfaced

at LSO-i and LSO-j (that is, customer sites B1,

B2, ..., Bb).

Optical Transport Network Considerations
The emerging picture of metro optical networking

portrays the optical layer as the universal transport

layer for all services, consistent with the vision

expressed at the beginning of this paper. Wavelength

reuse is important, because it efficiently supports the

mesh-based connectivity typical in interoffice net-

works. While this is a trivial statement from the per-

spective of DWDM capabilities, transport consolidation

across a DWDM backbone entails management capa-

bilities that are far from trivial. For example, the prob-

lem of provisioning a path across a ring in the most

cost-effective (and capacity-saving) manner is not a

trivial one. Consider the simple situation shown in

Figure 5. A point-to-point demand for traffic to go

from A to B can be routed directly, as in Figure 5a, or

it can be routed the long way around the ring, as in

Figure 5b. At first blush, one could invent a routing

rule that one should always proceed with the shortest

path on a first-come, first-served basis (in fact, SONET

provisioning systems have often been designed to do

this). The route chosen, however, always depends on

the other traffic present on the ring. For example, the

wavelengths on span from A to B may be filled with

other traffic, making it impossible to add more traffic

to the short path. In a ring, the long path may have

hidden cost consequences as well, since it may be nec-

essary to regenerate or optically amplify signals

affected by optical path distance impairments.

The problem of routing traffic around an optical

ring in a way that minimizes cost is important to ser-

vice providers, who must find ways to maximize rev-

enues. The most obvious solution to limiting routing

costs is for element managers to find ways to provision

rings intelligently by reusing the wavelengths within

the ring.

Strategies for Fast Restoration of DWDM Traffic
Another consideration in the quest to maximize

revenues is the self-healing network strategy. Optical

networking will, in time, support powerful self-healing

capabilities consistent with those that SONET/SDH

offers today. As we evolve toward all-optical network-

ing, the key attributes of SONET/SDH needed in a

totally encompassing optical infrastructure are:

Network node

Optical fiber

Possible interconnection paths

Provisioned path

D
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C

B
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(a) Direct path (b) Indirect path

Figure 5. 
Routing a point-to-point demand.
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• Fast restoration of traffic. Currently, SONET/SDH

systems can restore service around link failures

in about 50 ms. Because service-level agree-

ments (SLAs) between service providers and

end customers of these systems often contain

stringent survivability clauses, any optical net-

work will be required to conform to these.

• Interface protection. An optical system should

be able to reliably interface with other net-

work elements. Today, these interfaces are

protected by using the 1+1, 1:1, 1:N interface

protection, described in the specifications

GR-2534 and ITU-T G.841.5 In optical sys-

tems where the key issue is to terminate the

protection boundary (as defined in GR-253),

it is necessary to introduce an optoelectronic

conversion to process the K1 and K2 bytes,

part of the SONET (and SDH) line overhead.

This conversion entails the additional cost of

the detection equipment and expenses asso-

ciated with decision-making and performing

the rearrangement and switching.

Optical layer ring restoration can be based either

on simple 1+1 protocols or on a shared protection ring

scheme, both shown in Figure 6. In the restoration

strategy, shown in Figure 6a, traffic is split into two

identical copies (head-end bridging) at the head end,

or traffic origination point; at the receive end, a selec-

tor picks the better of the two signals (tail-end switch-

ing). The two copies of the circuit are routed in

separate directions on the ring. Protection switching

may also be performed on each tributary.

A B

D C

Head-end
bridge

Tail-end switch
if service fails

A B

D C

S

P

S P  SP

P

S

(a) 1 + 1 protocols

(b) Shared protection ring

Figure 6. 
Optical layer ring restoration.
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In a shared protection ring scheme, shown in

Figure 6b, traffic is protected on a per-wavelength

basis by a shared protection channel. Each of the sepa-

rate services—A-B, B-C, C-D, and D-A—shares the

same protection channel (P). While very similar to the

MS/SPRING and BLSR schemes described in ITU-T

G.8415 and Bellcore GR-1230,6 respectively, an optical

shared protection ring has no tributaries. In fact, this

type of protection ring is defined by a set of 2+2

counter-rotating wavelengths and protection logic.

Two of these can be reused for service traffic on differ-

ent spans, and the third and fourth are reserved as

shared protection channels for all paths on the ring.

The protection logic consists of a set of algorithms

communicated over an optical supervisory channel

that enables the ring to self-heal in the event of a fail-

ure. Optical shared protection rings and 1+1 ring pro-

tection are options for implementing an optical layer

survivability strategy for metro optical networking.

The second issue we will discuss in connection

with survivability is interface protection. This type of

scheme is implemented to reliably interface optical

rings to other network elements. The key consideration

of this scheme is the location of the protection bound-

ary. For interfaces, the protection boundary terminates

at the edges of the ring node. Optical ring elements, in

particular, must have additional electronic processing

internal to ring elements to accommodate traffic that is

added or dropped locally. Currently, strategies for

implementing this capability rely on OTUs, which are

required for wavelength conversion (see “Metro IOF

Ring Node Architecture”). Clearly, shared protection

requires coordination among the nodes involved. This,

in turn, may slow down the protection switching

process, unless a “predetermined” or “precomputed”

protection strategy is put in place and followed.

In addition to the previous considerations, we

must discuss the issue of multi-layer survivability, part

of any introduction to the metro IOF networks. Often,

protected traffic will be introduced into the optical net-

work because, for example, it is part of a SONET/SDH

ring. Data traffic emanating from ATM switches may

be protected by ATM layer restoration procedures (so-

called S-PVCs). In addition, nonpremium IP traffic

may be reliably, though slowly, restored by using net-

work layer procedures, which rely on router table

updates. For such services it is desirable to be able to

turn off the optical layer restoration on a per-channel

basis to prevent any potential race condition among

various protection switching layers.

Data Applications
A wide variety of data applications can be deployed

with metro optical networking. Consider, for example,

today’s typical Internet service provider (ISP) network.

Metro router networks are implemented as fully con-

nected meshes, with paths from each router to every

other router implemented over the ATM layer. Often,

two ATM switches are introduced consistent with a

survivable architecture (if one switch fails, the other

one intervenes). These designs help support efficient

networking, with bandwidth management provided by

ATM quality of service (QoS). Typically, routing proto-

cols such as integrated intermediate system to interme-

diate system (IS-IS) operate over these links.

Figure 7 shows two methods of implementing

meshes. An alternative to implementing the mesh at

the ATM layer, shown in Figure 7a, is to implement it

directly at the optical layer using DWDM on a wave-

length add/drop ring. A reconfigurable optical ring,

shown in Figure 7b, provides a direct packet over

SONET path between optical add/drop multiplexers

(OADMs). IP-level bandwidth management (such as

that found in differentiated services or priority queu-

ing) is assumed. DWDM has, in effect, replaced the

ATM switch(es) supporting router paths.

Another application of metro DWDM is intercon-

necting enterprises. IBM has introduced an optical

interconnect for its mainframe computers known as

Enterprise Systems Connectivity, or ESCON. ESCON

allows an IBM mainframe to access remotely located

resources (such as high-speed storage devices) with

fiber-optic technology. The ESCON logical frame defi-

nition, however, is not a standard definition used in a

transport network infrastructure, so supporting trans-

port over existing TDM networks would require com-

plex adaptation equipment. The clear-channel

transport capability of DWDM networks can help here.

So-called broadband OTUs act as the interface

between bit-rate and format-independent traffic and

the DWDM optical ring. These OTUs support a broad-
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band phased-locked loop circuitry, which can latch

onto signals in a specified range of bit rates.

Emerging Markets Case: Asia/Pacific Region
We have chosen to use the introduction and evo-

lution of DWDM in metropolitan networks within the

Asia/Pacific region as an example of an application tai-

lored to the global emerging markets.

Figure 8 shows a typical layered network struc-

ture in which the existing SDH metro network has

two layers:

• Layer 1, the metro access (622-Mb/s) network,

and

• Layer 2, the metro backbone (2.5-Gb/s) layer.

In Layer 1 the access network connects all distant sub-

urban offices, mostly with SONET/STM-4 rings. The

suburban areas are usually divided into zones accord-

ing to their local government structure. Figure 8 illus-

trates this by showing three zones. These zones, or

rings, collect traffic and send it to central/tandem

offices in their corresponding zones. The Layer 2 metro

backbone network connects all central/tandem offices.

Interzone traffic is carried at this layer. The metro

backbone typically consists of a wideband Digital

Access and Cross-Connect System (DACS), in this case

a DACS 4/1-based mesh network.

Under the paradigm of traditional network build-

out, more access rings would be added at Layer 1 and

more central/tandem offices would be created at

Layer 2 as the demand for bandwidth grows. Such

architecture will be complicated and difficult to man-

age. In addition, since the DACS 4/1-based network

performs network resource management at the

DS1/E1 level, it is difficult to incorporate advanced ser-

vices such as data and video, which use bigger trans-

port pipes than those in DS1/E1. A superior alternative

would be to create a third layer in the metro network.

This layer—the metro express layer—would manage

resources at OC-3/STM-1 or higher rates. Metro

DWDM is the natural choice for this layer.

Figure 8 shows an example in which metro

ATM
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Figure 7. 
Two methods of implementing mesh.
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A typical layered metro network architecture with DWDM.
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DWDM is introduced in Layer 3. This DWDM ring will

serve as the express highway for inter-zone traffic.

Long distance and international gateways could also

be connected to this DWDM ring. Broadband DACS

(DACS 4/4) will be deployed in those central/tandem

offices that form the express ring. Network resources

are managed at OC-3/STM-1 in Layer 3, while net-

work resources are managed at DS1/E1 in Layer 2.

The biggest advantage of this layered architecture is

that it will allow the metro network to expand to

include traditional voice services and new broadband

services such as high-speed data and video services.

As the network evolves, central/tandem offices at

Layer 3 can be equipped with optical cross connects, or

cross connects that contain an ATM and an IP fabric

for direct broadband traffic processing. DWDM will be

used at Layer 2 as well. The DACS 4/1 at Layer 2 will

evolve into DACS 4/4/1, and the access rings at

Layer 1 will be upgraded to OC-48/STM-16. Further

evolution of the network will incorporate DWDM at

all layers. Eventually, true all-optical networking can

be performed across the entire metropolitan network.

In other words, the deployment of DWDM will

migrate from the initial express ring all the way to the

access rings.

Benefits Summary
The metro IOF over SONET/SDH solution has sig-

nificant benefits:

• It needs fewer fiber lines, which is especially

important where fiber exhaustion is an issue. It

can also provide additional wavelength capac-

ity (in the form of dark wavelength channels)

for revenue-generating leases in the segments

with fiber exhaustion.

• It can use embedded fiber to increase the total

capacity. If new fiber can be deployed, we can

use the new generation broadband low-loss

fiber that includes a 1.4-µm transmission

window (for example, Lucent’s new

AllWave™ fiber).

• It permits seamless upgrades from OC-3 to 

OC-12 to OC-48, and beyond, using the exist-

ing equipment.

• It simplifies timing architecture by eliminating

the need to time synchronize tributary channels.

• It provides clear channel service capability.

• It can provide bit rate, format, and protocol

transparency, making it capable of accommodat-

ing all types of existing and emerging services.

These potential benefits explain the interest in metro-

politan inter-office optical rings.

We can infer a set of features and requirements

that will make metro optical networking successful.

This type of networking needs to provide full mesh-

type connectivity among as many as 16 nodes, imply-

ing that the ring must support wavelength reuse. A

large number of wavelengths (about 40) are needed to

provide multiple tributary service to each node. As an

option, traffic should be protected. (If a wavelength is

part of a SONET/SDH ring, it may not require any

optical layer protection.) Since the traffic pattern may

change in time, metro IOF must be fully flexible and

able to be provisioned from a remote site. It is possible

to introduce OADMs that differ in size, add/drop

capacity, and cost structure into a metro optical ring,

but this ring must remain competitive in cost with the

SONET/SDH ring alternative.

Metro IOF Ring Node Architecture
To meet the network requirements described ear-

lier, the central office, whether at an LSO or at the ser-

vice node, must provide the following key functions:

• It must selectively drop the required wave-

lengths, λ1, λ2, …, λk from, and selectively add

the local tributaries to, the pass-through wave-

length bundle.

• It must translate the noncompliant traffic (new

traffic with noncompliant wavelengths) to

compliant wavelengths, λ1, λ2, …, λm before

adding such traffic to the backbone ring.

• It must provide a power budget sufficient to

handle both express and local traffic in order to

meet the link losses in the loop.

• It must meet the specified optical signal charac-

teristics such as maximum signal-to-noise ratio

(S/N) and power uniformity.

Figure 9 depicts a functional node architecture and its

major components. Next we focus on the architecture,

implementation, and technologies suitable for a met-

ropolitan central office using optical networking.
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Building Blocks of Metro IOF Optical Networking
The main building block in metro optical network-

ing, shown in Figure 9, is the programmable OADM.

This element permits selective adding and dropping of

a number of optical wavelength channels (from 1 to

the maximum number of wavelengths, N) of any rate,

format, or protocol at the central office (LSO or SN). In

addition to the OADM, the other enablers of this

architecture are wideband OAs and OTUs.

OTUs are used in the DWDM wavelength set to

convert a client’s noncompliant wavelength to a com-

pliant one. In addition, OTUs perform the regeneration

function at points in the network where the optical

signal quality has deteriorated. Another important

function provided by the OTUs is overhead processing, in

which the digital overhead is extracted from the signal

and processed. The OTU can readily perform overhead

processing because it has access to electrical signals.

At the present time, optical networks use opto-

electronic OTUs. All-optical OTUs are very promising

and may replace optoelectronic OTUs in the next

generation of optical networks. All-optical OTUs,

however, cannot provide overhead processing at the

present time, because they do not allow access to the

electrical bit stream. Mikkelsen et al.7 of Bell Labs

demonstrated that the cascadability performance of

bit-rate transparent all-optical interferometric wave-

length translators is superior to that of optoelec-

tronic translators.

Figure 10 shows several types of OTUs. The oper-

ation of the optoelectronic OTU is straightforward, as

shown in Figure 10a. At the front end, a high-speed

photodetector converts the received optical signal to

an electrical one and amplifies it to the designated

level. In general, the detectors are broadband, making

them identical for all wavelengths (at their input sites).

The detected signal is then reshaped, regenerated,

and (optionally) retimed by the electronic circuitry.

Clearly, this electronic processing limits the operation

of the OTU to specific bit rates and formats. Bit-rate

and format-transparent OTUs (within a limited range

of rates, such as 45 to 700 Mb/s) have been developed

by eliminating the retiming circuitry from the unit. As

a regenerator, an OTU performs clock recovery for

retiming, which cascades the signal through many net-

work elements in the optical network. The electronic

signal then modulates a laser with the desired output

wavelength, λout, using either an internal modulator or

an external modulator (such as a Mach-Zehnder mod-

ulator). As a result, the output optical signal is a

“cleaned” (regenerated) replica of the input signal, but

at the desired wavelength.
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Figure 9.
Reference model for a metro optical networking node.
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The most promising bit-rate-transparent all-optical

translators are based on cross-phase modulation

(XPM) in silicon optical amplifiers (SOAs), integrated

into either a Mach-Zehnder interferometer8 (MZI) or a

Michelson interferometer (MI).9 Figure 10b shows a

schematic of polarization-insensitive SOA-MZI, and

Figure 10c shows a schematic of SOA-MI wavelength

translators. In these interferometric XPM devices, the

unmodulated, or continuous, wave (CW) light from a

laser operating at the target wavelength is split into

two paths containing SOAs. A relative phase shift is

induced by the input optical signal entering one of the

SOAs, which saturates the gain. When the light is

coherently recombined, constructive or destructive

interference will occur, depending on the phase differ-

ence between the two paths. The unperturbed state of

the interferometer can be set up for constructive or

destructive interference, causing an input signal

CW – Continuous wavelength
LD – Laser diode
MI – Michelson interferometer
MZI – Mach-Zehnder interferometer

PD – Photo diode
OTU – Optical translator unit
SOA – Silicon optical amplifier
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injected into one path to either decrease (invert) or

increase (non-invert), respectively, the output con-

verted signal.10 As a result of gain saturation, optical

waveform shaping is inherent, as shown by the wave-

forms in Figure 10.

Hybrid integration of SOAs and couplers or mono-

lithic integration can create structures analogous to

Mach-Zehnder and Michelson interferometers. Early

experiments used hybrid devices consisting of discrete

SOAs and fiber couplers; however, the need to main-

tain relative path lengths to within a fraction of a

wavelength makes these devices sensitive to environ-

mental conditions such as temperature and vibration.

Monolithic integration offers considerable advantages

in stability and compactness.

Optical Amplifiers
The advent of wideband fiber OAs has played a

major role in enabling the practical implementation of

metro IOF optical networks. Since most wavelength

add/drop elements are passive and inherently lossy,

the OA must compensate for outside plant link losses

and also provide additional power gain to meet the

losses associated with these devices. In addition to pro-

viding the gain for the express (pass-through) wave-

lengths, in some architectures the OAs must amplify

the “add” and “drop” channels as well. The OA is a

costly component and must be used sparingly in the

metro network. Any OA used in the metro ring must

also possess the following key characteristics:

• Noise figure. The OA must maintain a low noise

level, because some channels may pass through

a cascade of all the amplifiers in the loop, and

all the noise and impairments accumulate.

• Bandwidth. The amplifier bandwidth must be

wide enough to cover the entire set of wave-

length channels (N) in the DWDM spectrum.

• Gain flatness. In addition to providing suffi-

cient gain, the OA must have gain uniformity

for all channels, from one end of the spec-

trum to the other.

• Per-channel automatic gain control (AGC). Even if

the incoming multi-wavelength optical signals

are not uniform in power, either the OA

(using its internal components) or other exter-

nal devices associated with the OADM—such

as attenuator arrays—should equalize the out-

going wavelength channels in the bundle.

• High-speed AGC. One of the cumbersome sce-

narios resulting from a reconfiguration or a

link/component failure is the sudden loss or

appearance of a number of (a subset of the

total number, N) channels. The amplifier must

quickly respond to such total power changes

and re-equalize the per-channel gains, or the

perturbation will propagate through the entire

network and affect all the other channels.

In this issue of the Bell Labs Technical Journal, Sun 

et al.11 provide a complete discussion of wideband

fiber-optical amplifier technologies and their role in

DWDM optical networks.

OADMs
Flexible (or reconfigurable) OADMs are the most

critical enablers of metropolitan optical networking.

The term “flexible OADM,” when applied to a metro

IOF optical ring, implies that the system has the ability

to provide a connection between any two nodes for all

wavelength channels, up to the limit of the available

channels, under remote software control. Only with

careful technology selection and OADM architectural

design could the requirements for metro IOF be met in

a cost-effective manner.

For completeness, we describe a number of tech-

nological and architectural options for implementing

metro OADMs. In this issue of the Journal, Giles12 pre-

sents a complete discussion and classification of vari-

ous technologies, philosophies, and techniques for

implementing OADMs.

The most straightforward configuration for imple-

menting a fixed (preset and not flexible) OADM is by

using back-to-back multiplexing, as shown in

Figure 11. In this configuration, all the N wavelength

channels in the multi-wavelength optical signal are

demultiplexed into their wavelength tributaries. The

tributary signals are then remultiplexed to form the

outgoing multi-wavelength signal. Various multi-

plexer/demultiplexer devices are commercially avail-

able for this purpose. By using these two devices, one

can access the desired tributaries and add/drop any

wavelength, as depicted in Figure 11. In a fixed

OADM, optical jumpers connect the drop (add) wave-
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lengths from the demultiplexer (multiplexer) to the

local receive (transmit) OTUs. This OADM structure

can be converted to a flexible OADM by employing

N fiber-optical (mechanical, thermal, or otherwise)

switches to selectively pass through or add/drop each

wavelength, as shown by the box in the lower part of

Figure 11.

In addition to multiplexing/demultiplexing losses

that need to be compensated for by external optical

amplifiers shown in this architecture, other impair-

ments may deteriorate the signal if the express chan-

nels are demultiplexed and recombined at every LSO.

The design must particularly consider impairments

such as filter bandwidth narrowing and multi-path

interference. A more efficient method for implement-

ing OADM entails accessing only the add/drop chan-

nels without significantly affecting the express

wavelengths (except for added loss). This requires 

tunable/switchable filters that only demultiplex the

local (add/drop) channels. A fixed OADM based on a

multi-layer interference filter13 can demultiplex only

the add/drop channels without demultiplexing the

pass-through wavelengths.

Figure 12 depicts loss factors in OADM. In 1995

Giles and Mizrahi14 reported a low-loss flexible (pro-

grammable) OADM. This structure, depicted in

Figure 12a, uses a number of tunable (or switchable)

fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) sandwiched between two

optical circulators. The FBGs reflect the add/drop

wavelengths and pass the express wavelengths with

little impairment. The reflected (drop) wavelengths are

dropped on the port indicated in Figure 12a and must

be separated (demultiplexed) to feed the receive OTUs.

The “add” wavelengths are combined (multiplexed)

and inserted into the “add” port. Several variations of

this basic architecture have been proposed for OADM

and for optical cross-connect applications15 that use

series or parallel FBGs.

Figure 12b shows a loss-compensated OADM

composed of appropriate lengths, l1 and l2, of optical

rare earth (erbium)-doped fiber (EDF), sandwiched

between two optical circulators. The FBGs are incorpo-

rated (or spliced) between the rare earth-doped fiber

segments. At least one grating is used for each wave-

length (of the set of wavelengths in the DWDM aggre-

gate) that needs to be added or dropped. By pumping

the EDF segments (either through the “add” port or

through additional wavelength-selective couplers) by

using a laser source operating at an appropriate wave-

length (such as 1480 nm or 980 nm), the EDFs act as

multiwave optical amplifiers, compensating simultane-

ously for losses associated with the “express,” “drop,”

and “add” wavelengths. The relative gains in the EDF

segments are design parameters. This architecture
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OADM architecture based on back-to-back multiplexing.
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could eliminate the need for external fiber amplifiers

surrounding the OADM. This OADM structure is loss-

less, (re)configurable, and flexible, and it can be con-

catenated (with minimal optical impairments for

“through” wavelengths). The internal distributed

amplifier compensates for the losses experienced in

the through (express), add, and drop wavelengths.

Since all three paths experience gain, passive trees can

replace 1 3 N passive multiplexers and demultiplexers

in the “add” or “drop” legs. This OADM architecture

could lead to an architecture that is expandable,

upgradable while in service, and less costly at startup.

Figure 13 depicts the simplest structure for an

OADM. It uses one (or more) passive coupler(s) that

drop a fraction of the total (aggregate) signal at the

splitting port or insert a portion of the “add” signals at

the combiner port. This low-cost device has several

drawbacks, the main one being that it does not permit

wavelength reuse. As a result it does not satisfy the

requirements stated for metro IOF optical rings. Its

simplicity and low cost, however, may make it suitable

for metro access rings, described in the final section of

this article. Clearly, the dropped wavelengths must be

separated by adding optical circuitry.

Doerr of Bell Labs16 proposes a novel OADM

structure—shown in Figure 14—which can lead to a

low-cost integrated device and may find applications

in metro access as well as in metro IOF. It can function

as a wavelength ADM or a two-line wavelength cross

connect. This OADM consists of two waveguide grat-

ing routers (WGRs) that are interleave-chirped and
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FBG – Fiber Bragg grating
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TFBG – Tunable (switchable) fiber Bragg grating
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connected by a waveguide lens consisting of equal-

length waveguides with phase shifters.16

The entire OADM can be fabricated as an inte-

grated device. Figure 14 shows a waveguide layout of

one way to make an integrated add/drop multiplexer

in silica. Each channel has three thermooptic phase

shifters whose settings determine whether that chan-

nel is in a bar or a cross state. The main advantages of

such a design are low loss (Doerr et al.17 have demon-

strated 6.6-7.6 insertion loss for a 16-channel version)

and compactness (at least four such 16-channel

devices can fit on a 5-inch wafer).

All the OADM structures described above are

based on guided wave optics, where fibers or fiber-

optic devices guide the multi-wavelength signals as

well as the wavelength tributaries. It is also possible to

design OADM systems based on “spatial optics,” which

incorporate bulk optical components and use space as

their optical interconnect. The spatial interconnect

adds an additional dimension for manipulating signals,

which can be beneficial.

For example, Ford18 et al. of Bell Labs report a

promising OADM, which is the spatial counterpart of

the back-to-back demultiplexing structure shown in

Figure 11. Free-space imaging performs the wave-

length demultiplexing, remultiplexing, and switching

in this structure through a planar diffraction grating, as

shown in Figure 15. After passing through an input

Interleave-chirped
waveguide grating

Interleave-chirped
waveguide grating

Thermooptic
phase shifters

Figure 14.
A waveguide layout of an integrated OADM in silica.
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An OADM based on spatial optics and micromechanical tilting mirrors.
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circulator, the input signal from the fiber is collimated,

then diffracted by a 600-line/mm grating and pro-

jected onto a micromirror array. The micromechanical

mirrors (shown on the left of Figure 15) tilt in

response to applied electrostatic forces. Depending on

the angle of the mirror, one of two scenarios occurs.

The light is either retro-reflected into the original input

port, or it is tilted by about 9 degrees and carried into a

second output port, where the desired wavelengths

are added/dropped by the second circulator. A 

quarter-wave plate between the lens and grating

rotates the reflected light polarization to compensate

for any grating polarization dependence. This device is

packaged in a 5 3 9 3 19-cm aluminum housing. The

total fiber-to-fiber insertion loss is 5 dB for the passed

signals and 8 dB for the dropped or added signals, with

an 0.2-dB polarization dependence. The 16-mirror

switch device was fabricated by the Microelectronics

Center of North Carolina (MCNC)19 through the

Multi-User MEMS Process (MUMPS) foundry. The

switching contrast was better than 30 dB for all input

and output states, with a 20-µs switching time.

Metro Access Rings
The metro access ring can be extremely useful for

enhancing the services offered in the local loop.

Consider an application where a service provider offers

a fiber-based access service. Such broadband capabili-

ties are expected to be increasingly popular as the

bandwidth requirements of enterprise and business

customers increase. Today, a bit-rate transparent “buy-

a-lambda” service can be sold for profit to an ISP.

A service provider can use the metro access ring to

support multiple customers. The DWDM advantage is

that a customer, or group of customers, can have dedi-

cated wavelengths consistent with both new and old

services. Figure 16 shows a core network with a

metro IOF system deployed. At two of its nodes, it

interfaces with an access ring. The nodes can provide a

form of optical dual-node interworking (DNI) to

ensure that the access ring can survive nodal failures

(dual homing).

The access ring shown in Figure 16 supports sepa-

rate wavelengths to:

• TDM equipment,

• ATM switches, and

• A next-generation “data-centric” access multi-

plexer, which acts as a statistical vehicle offer-

ing services through IP or ATM interfaces.

A metro access ring can be deployed using a “right-

sizing” philosophy. It is possible to define a small shelf,

a “module,” or a plug-in to an existing network ele-

ment that has as its key function the ability to extract a

specified channel from a set of multiple channels

defined on a fiber using DWDM. This right-sizing

approach makes it possible to introduce a family of

optical ring terminals, each optimized for a different

capacity of wavelength add/drop. In Figure 16, the

hub nodes have add/drop requirements that are very

different from those of the nodes at remote locations.

Optical add/drop multiplexers at the access nodes can

be designed around specific sizes and can be optimized

by selecting the appropriate technology.

Metro Access Ring Characteristics
The requirements for the DWDM metro access

optical ring—as opposed to those of the metro IOF—

have been relaxed to permit low-cost implementation.

The DWDM metro access optical ring has the follow-

ing key attributes:

• It provides only hub-type connectivity among

a small number of nodes (that is, from two to

six nodes).

• A limited number of wavelength add/drops 

(1-8) suffice at the customer location.

• Wavelength reuse is not required.

• The traffic must be optionally 1+1 protected.

The above attributes translate into these initial key

requirements for an access OADM:

• It must operate in a customer premises (non-

central office) environment, which requires:

– High reliability;

– Low, simplified maintenance;

– A single module (shelf) OADM or a stand-

alone box;

– A minimum number of active components;

– Wide tolerance of variations in environ-

mental conditions; and

– Low power consumption.

• The add/drop capacity must be kept low to

minimize cost—that is, 1-~8 wavelength 
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channels—or as many as can be dropped in a

single shelf. The exact number is an architec-

tural decision.

• It can have “limited” flexibility. Plug-in mod-

ules can provision or rearrange the assigned

“add” and “drop” wavelengths.

• It supports shorter span lengths than the metro

IOF.

• It supports all types of services (bit rates, for-

mats, and protocols).

• It must be compatible with the metro IOF

product.

• It supports mainly “hubbed” traffic between

the LSO(s) and the customer premises

equipment.

The last item implies that there is no requirement for

efficient support of meshed traffic patterns (between

customer locations). When this factor is combined

with the fact that the number of wavelengths needed

to serve all the customers in a typical access ring is

small, there is no advantage to wavelength reuse.

Simplification of the OADM design can lead to signifi-

cant cost saving. For example, a simple passive coupler

followed by appropriate wavelength-selective filters

can serve as an OADM. The key requirement for a

metro access OADM is low cost. Specifically, it needs
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to be competitive on a per-customer-location basis

with the cost of installing TDM electronics. Currently,

Lucent Technologies is conducting research to move

DWDM optical networking to the access loop.

Summary
In this paper we described three key drivers for

metro optical networking—how to achieve transport

efficiencies, eliminate high-speed TDM, and reduce the

cost of fiber utilization. The fundamental vehicle for

metro optical networking is the OADM, introduced

from an applications perspective. We reviewed the

DWDM applications in local connectivity (introducing

the “path-in-lambda” ring topology) and surveyed

self-healing schemes for optical rings, including 1+1

and optical shared protection. The data applications we

discussed included router connectivity (and ATM

switch elimination) and the access application. We

introduced the concept of “right-sizing” an OADM ter-

minal and defined it in this context. In a review of the

optical elements used to build OADM network ele-

ments, we described OTUs, or transponders, optical

amplifiers, and add/drop multiplexer primitives, all of

which can be used to build an OADM. Metro optical

networking represents a unique opportunity for a ser-

vice provider to begin deploying a data-centric high-

bandwidth services infrastructure.
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